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CHICAGO – Kim Kardashian has emerged as one of the biggest personalities in Hollywood in recent years. She’s made a living off reality
shows (“Keeping Up With the Kardashians,” “Kourtney and Kim Take New York”), a sex tape with ex-boyfriend Ray J (William Ray Norwood
Jr.) (she may or may not have made money on that, but it did increase her visibility) and a music career (if she even sold copies of her single
“Jam”).

Is there a Kim Kardashian curse?
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Aside from Ray J, Kim Kardashian has dated several celebrities and you could say her major is in athletics. Here’s a look at Kim
Kardashian’s forays into the sports world.

Reggie Bush

Kardashian dated Reggie Bush off and on from 2007 to March 2010 when they called it quits for good. Bush may have won a Super Bowl
during that time with New Orleans, but it wasn’t on account of him. He battled injuries for most of that time and now it appears as though his
time in New Orleans is over. The Saints drafted another Heisman-winning back, Mark Ingram, so one of the NFL props provided by BetUs [15]
you’ll run into pertains to Bush staying with the Saints.
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Miles Austin

Kardashian moved from Bush to Dallas receiver Miles Austin, but the two only lasted a few months. They split up around Sept. 2010. Austin
had three 100-yard games in the first five weeks of the season, but only two after the falling out with Kardashian was official. We’re thinking
that had something to do with it or maybe it was the fact that Jon Kitna was throwing to him.

Kris Humphries

Kardashian’s current beau is Humphries – a power forward [16] who plays for New Jersey – and they started dating in Dec. 2010. Is it a
coincidence that Humphries started putting up the best numbers of his career after he met this Kardashian? We think it is. As it’s more of a
case that Humphries is playing on a terrible team where he could get more minutes, we wouldn’t put too much on his romance. Still, he should
probably stay with Kardashian just on principle.
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